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Complete CSS Testing on DVD-Video Discs 
By Doug Carson, Founder and Chairman of DCA & Bob Dobbin, CTO DaTARIUS Group  
 
The purpose of this paper is to consider some of the ramifications of the presence of 
CSS encryption on the proper testing of DVD-Video discs. Several potential pitfalls 
concerning CSS are discussed, as well as some ideas on how to detect and avoid them.  
 
CSS, which is an abbreviation for Content Scramble System, is a proprietary copy 
protection system which can be used to protect the video content of DVD-Video discs. 
When utilizing CSS, sectors of video data on the disc can be encrypted using digital 
keys during the mastering process. If appropriate keys are not used to decrypt the 
video data during the playback process, that video data will be unintelligible. In other 
words, the improperly decoded sectors can not be viewed.  
 
As CSS is intended to prevent the unauthorized playback of video content, almost any 
error in the CSS encoding process will render authorized playback impossible. Complete 
testing of the CSS encoding, therefore, must be performed to ensure that the protected 
content will play where intended.  
 
There are five aspects of implementing CSS on DVD where errors can cause playback 
failure. Proper testing must be performed to ensure that each of these potential pitfalls 
is avoided. 
  
Pitfall 1 - Flags.  
 
Only some sectors of each movie are encrypted according to specific CSS rules. Not 
only must the proper CSS keys be used, but they must be applied to those sectors 
intended, and not the others. There are two components to each CSS protected sector: 
the CSS encrypted contents and a set of CSS flags, which indicates to a playback device 
that CSS has been applied to the particular sector. Therefore, 
• Each and every DVD sector must be tested to ensure that the CSS flags are applied 

to sectors that contain encrypted content, and are not applied to sectors which do 
not. 

• Each sector that has the flags properly set to indicate encrypted content must be 
tested to ensure that the CSS encryption has been properly applied. 

 
Pitfall 2 - Title Sets. 
 
Generally, DVD-Video discs contain more than one “Title Set” of files. Each “Title” 
contains a complete segment of video content. For example, one disc can contain one 
Title which is the movie as formatted for standard screen, and another Title which is 
the movie formatted for wide screen. Discs can also contain additional Titles which 
include bonus content, director cuts, special features etc. Each Title Set is encrypted 
with its own unique CSS “Title Key”. The Glass Mastering Encoder, which performs the 
actual CSS encryption, must encode the protected sectors using the proper Title Key for 
that sector’s Title Set. These Title Keys are presented to the Mastering Encoder at 
mastering time. The Mastering Encoder must select the proper Title Key with which to 
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encrypt each Title’s sectors, and also store a version of each title key in the correct 
locations on the DVD disc for the player to utilize in decryption. Therefore,  
• Each DVD sector must be CSS tested within the context of its Title Set. 
• Each encrypted sector must be tested to ensure the presence of the proper Title 

Key. 
 
Pitfall 3 - Dual Layer.  
 
The Title Keys which are stored within the encrypted sectors are themselves encrypted, 
requiring decryption with a “Disc Key” to be usable. There is one such Disc Key per 
disc. In addition to the data required in Pitfall 2, above, the Mastering Encoder must 
use the proper Disc Key when encrypting the Title Keys. The Disc Key is also stored on 
the disc by the Mastering encoder.  
 
A problem arises in the case of replication of DVD-9-OTP (Dual Layer) discs, which is 
currently the most prevalent format for DVD-Video. Quite often the two layers of these 
discs are mastered separately, either on different laser recorders or on the same laser 
recorder at different times. Due to the fact that the CSS encryption keys are provided to 
the Mastering Encoder separately from the content source image, it is possible to 
encrypt Layer 1 with a different Key Set (Disc Key and Title Keys) than that with which 
Layer 0 was encrypted. The player retrieves and uses the Disc Key from Layer 0 only. 
Therefore in this case, the player will decrypt the CSS data on Layer 1 using the wrong 
Disc Key, rendering the Layer 1 video data invalid. Layer 0 will play back correctly, but 
Layer 1 will not. Therefore,  
• The Title Keys on all sectors of both layer 0 and 1 must be tested. 
• The Title Keys on both layers must be tested to be derived from the same Layer 0 

Disc Key. 
 
 Pitfall 4 - Player Type.  
 
DVD movie console players use different CSS flags than do PC-based DVD players. DVD 
discs which contain properly CSS encrypted sectors, but only have the properly set 
console flags will play properly on consoles, but fail to play properly in PC-based 
devices. The reverse is also true when the PC flag is properly set and the console flag is 
not. Therefore, 
• The console and PC player CSS flags must be tested to ensure that they are properly 

set on each CSS sector, and also on each non-CSS sector. 
 
Pitfall 5 - No Self-Authentication. 
 
CSS encrypted sectors are not “self-authenticating” after decryption. In other words, 
there is no mechanism by which to determine whether a sector has been properly 
encrypted and decrypted. If the sector was encrypted improperly the result is the same 
as if it were decrypted improperly, that result being unviewable video. The sector 
address, error detection and correction values are perfectly OK on these corrupt CSS 
sectors, therefore these discs will test perfectly well in DVD testers and will “play” in 
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DVD movie players. The player is not aware that there is a problem, but the data 
presented to the video decoder is corrupt. Therefore, 
• Each and every sector retrieved from the DVD-Video disc, after CSS decryption, 

must be compared to the original source sector before encryption to ensure proper 
encoding. 

 
To be completely certain that CSS has been properly applied to a DVD-Video disc, 
replicators must test that each of the above pitfalls has been successfully avoided. The 
natural places to accomplish these tests are during the Electrical Testing of replicas and 
stampers. Currently, most Electrical Testing performed on replicated DVD-Video Discs 
do not adequately address the above pitfalls. For example, Pitfall 3, above, is addressed 
by checking that the same Title Keys are present on both layers at the layer change, 
but this method has assumptions gaps leading to false positives, and is certainly not 
complete.  
 
The only way to completely ensure that a disc has been properly encrypted with CSS 
protection is to implement all the pitfall checks mentioned above. 
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